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Viridian city gym map

From Bulbapedia, the community-driven Pokémon encyclopedia. If you were looking for the song, see Viridian City (song). If you were looking for the chapter in Pokémon Zensho, see PZ09. Viridian City D7\üèTokiwa City The City of Evergreen Viridian City in {{{variable2}}}} . Map description A beautiful
city surrounded by greenery all year round. HGSSThe nature-loving city where flowers bloom all year round. PE Viridian City Gym - Kanto Gym #8RGBYFRLGPE Giovanni Ground-typespecialist Gym Earth Viridian City Gym - Kanto Gym #8GSCHGSSPE Blue No Specialty Type Earth Badge Viridian City
Gym - Kanto Gym #8RGBYFRLGPE [[File:{leadersprite3}{{ {{leader3} | link={leader3}}]][{leader3}|{ {{leader3}}}]] Ground-typespecialist Gym Earth Signal [[| League]] [[File:{elite1sprite}|64px|{ {{elite1}}}| link={elite1}}}]]Elite Four[{de elite1}}}| { {{elite1}}}]] [[File:{{elite2sprite}}|64px| {{{elite2}}}|| link=
{elite2}}}]]Elite Four[{elite2}}}| { {{elite2}}}]] [[File:{elite3sprite}|64px| {{{{elite3}}}|| link={elite3}}}]]Elite Four[{elite3}}}| { {{elite3}}}]] [File:{elite4sprite}}|64px| {{{elite4}}}|| link={elite4}]]&lt;/a0&gt; Elite Four[{elite4}}}| { {{elite4}}}]] [[File:{first}}| {{{champion}|link={champion}}]Hero [{champion}}}| { {{champion}}}]] [[|
[File:{elite1sprite2}}}|64px| { {{elite12}}}| link={{{elite12}}]]Elite Four[{elite12}}}| { {{elite12}}}]] [File:{{elite2sprite2}}}|64px| {{{elite22}}}|| link={{elite22}}}]]&lt;/a0&gt; Elite Four[{{elite22}}}| { {{elite22}}}]] [File:{elite3sprite2}|64px| {{{elite32}}}|| link={{{elite32}}]Elite Four[{{{elite32}}}|{ {{elite32}}}]] [File:
{{elite4sprite2}}}|64px| {{{elite42}}}|| link={{{elite42}}]Elite Four[{{{elite42}}}|{ {{elite42}}}]] [[File:{championsprite2}}} | {{{champion2}}}|| link={champion2}}}]]Hero [{{{champion2}|{ {{champion2}}}]] Link locations Viridian City Location of Viridian City in Kanto. Maps of another generation Gen I Gen II Viridian
City (Japanese: D7\üè Tokiwa City) is a small town located in western Canto. It is home to Viridian Gym, which can only be challenged by the player after having received the badges of the seven other Gyms of Kanto. In Kanto-based games, the Gym Chief is Giovanni, Team Rocket's boss and Ground
specialist. After his defeat, he leaves the Gym and is replaced by Blue, who has no specialty type. He is the head of gymnastics during johto-based racing events. The city has three exits. To the north is Route 2, divided into two by the Viridian Forest and driving to the town of Putter. To the south is route
1, which leads to the city of Pallet. To the west is Route 22, which leads to the Pokémon League Reception Gate. In Generation II and Pokémon HeartGold games SoulSilver, the city is known as the gateway to the Indigo plateau. Slogan Generations I-III The Eternal Green Green (Japanese: D7\  لろ
Tokiwa is the color of green eternity.) Generation IV The City of Evergreen (Japanese:  ل: It is a place dedicated to teaching the basics of Pokémon to inexperienced Instructors. In generations II and IV, this school has been replaced by the House of Educators. Old Man Main article: Old Man (Kanto) The
old man lying in the middle of the road There is a grumpy old man in the center of Viridian who will not let trainers pass through route 2 until he had his daily coffee. (In the original Japanese games, the old man is not grumpy by the lack of coffee, but rather he is drunk and has passed out in the middle of
the road, much to his grandson's disappointment.) The man is just a hindrance to the game, preventing players from wandering past Viridian City until the player has gone to the Viridian Poké Mart and delivered Bale Oak to Professor Oak. Once the task is completed, the old man illuminates and teaches

the player how to catch a Pokémon using a Poké ball. This is a guide for beginner players in Pokémon Red, Blue and Yellow, and Pokémon FireRed and LeafGreen. It will also give the player a Teachy TV in Pokémon FireRed and LeafGreen, which teaches the player a variety of things to fight and catch
Pokémon. He appears again in Pokémon Gold, Silver, and Crystal and Pokémon HeartGold and SoulSilver, stating that he had his espresso and that he was once an expert at catching Pokémon. This is a reference to the events of the three years ago. Trainer House Main article: Trainer House The Home
Trainer at Pokémon HeartGold and SoulSilver In Generations II and IV, the Trainer House replaces the Pokémon Academy in the center of Viridian. The first floor is occupied by a handful of people, while the basement is mainly dedicated to a battlefield. In the basement, the player can fight other trainers
once a day. In Generation II, the rival Trainer in the basement will be the last person with whom the player has used Mystery Gift, with any party they had when Mystery Gift was used. If the player has never used Mystery Gift with anyone, the opposing Coach will be Cal. In Generation IV, the player will
initially find only Ace Trainer Cal in the basement. When the player meets another coach through the Pokéwalker and re-times the Pokéwalker back into their game, the other trainer will also appear in the basement with their party. This way you can meet up to 10 additional instructors. Each Pokémon at a
trainer party above level 50 will have the level reduced to 50. Battles here give no experience or money, but the player will receive 1 BP for each win. Viridian Viridian Main article: Viridian Gym Viridian Gym at FireRed and LeafGreen The Viridian Gym is viridian city's official gym. Trainers who defeat the
Head of this Gym receive the Earth Signal. The gym is usually dotted with the same one-way spin tiles seen in The Rocket Hangout Group, except for Generation II, where the floor is bare of any obstacles. During the events of Generations I, III, and VII, it is based on the Pokémon-type terrain and the
fitness leader is Giovanni, the head of the Rocket team. The Gym is initially locked due to Leader's absence and will not reopen until the player collects the other seven Signals. In Generations II, IV and VII, Team Rocket disbanded and Blue takes over as Head of the Gym. Under Blue's guidance, the
Gym no longer focuses on any particular type. Move Teacher The man in the area that requires Cut or Surf to access gives the TM for Dream Eater: in generations I and II, it is TM42, while in generation IV, it is TM85. In Generation III, it is instead a Master's move of the Dream Eater. Demographically
Pokémon Red, Blue and Yellow In Pokémon Red, Blue and Yellow, the population of Viridian City is 28 (27 except Giovanni). Pokémon Gold, Silver, and Crystal In Pokémon Gold, Silver, and Crystal, the population of Viridian City is 25. The population has declined due to the fact that Viridian Gym no
longer has regular Trainers. Pokémon FireRed and LeafGreen In Pokémon FireRed and LeafGreen, the population of viridian city is 30. Pokémon HeartGold and SoulSilver In Pokémon HeartGold and SoulSilver, viridian city population is 34. This shows that Viridian City has grown in size from FireRed
and LeafGreen to HeartGold and SoulSilver. Poké Mart Poké Mart is located south of Viridian Gym. In Generation II and IV, it's to the right of the College of Trainers. Generation III Poké Ball 200 Potion 300 Antidote 100 Parlyz Heal 200 Senior Treasurer (Generation IV) Steel Mail 50 Net Ball 1000 Heal
Ball 300 Objects Pokémon Generation II Generation III Generation IV Generation VII Pokémon Games Position Levels While Driving a Flying Pokémon Pidgey P E Midair 3-56 60% Pidgeotto P E Midair 3-56 35% Pidgeot P E Midair 3-56 5% A colored background means that Pokémon can be found in
this position in this particular game. A white background with a colored letter means that Pokémon cannot be found here. Trainers Generation VII Differences between generations Generations I, III, and VII Viridian City layout are consistent between generations I, III, and VII. There are no notable
differences between viridian generations I, III, or VII, except for larger homes in III, 3D graphics in VII, and some small repositioning. Trees have become flowers are more visible, and most other elves have been upgraded to modern standards. Most of the residents remain the same, and will give the
player the same information. The data given, however, varies from generation to generation. In Generation III, the Filter behind the Cut tree is no longer hidden. In Generation VII, the TM-giving man in the southwest part of the city can no longer be reached through the lake to his right and can only be
accessed using the Secret Chop Down Technique. Generation II and IV The differences between Generation II and IV and Generation I and III games are more obvious. The Pokémon academy observed in Generation III has been replaced with the giant Trainer House, and other buildings have been
added. Inside Trainer House in Generation II, Trainers will fight either Cal if the player has never used Mystery Gift with anyone, or the last player with whom they have used Mystery Gift. In Generation IV, the player can either battle Cal or up to 10 different Trainers met at the Pokéwalker. Trainer Tips
Generation I TRAINER TIPS The battle moves of POKéMON are limited by THE POWER POINTs, PP. To make up pp, rest your tired POKéMON in a POKéMON CENTER! EDUCATION TIPS Grab POKéMON and expand your collection! The longer you have, the easier it is to fight! Generation III
TRAINER TIPS The battle moves of POKéMON are limited by their POWER POINTS, PP. To make up pp, rest your tired POKéMON in a POKéMON CENTER. EDUCATION TIPS Grab POKéMON and expand your collection. The longer you have, the easier it is to fight. In the Pokémon Pinball Pinball
spin-off games, Viridian City appears on the blue table. Catchable Pokémon include Bulbasaur, Squirtle, Nidoran♀, Nidoran♂, Poliwag and Tentacool. In the anime In the main series Viridian City in the anime Viridian City was first observed for a while at the end of Pokémon - You choose!. Then he visits
the Pokémon Emergency!, when Ash Ketchum took his injured Pikachu to the Pokémon Center here. Upon entering the city, Ash was stopped by Viridian City officer Jenny, who found him suspicious, due to the fact that he was carrying Pikachu in his arms rather than a Poké ball. During the night at the
Pokémon Center, Ash had his first meeting with the Rocket trio: Jessie, James, and Meowth. Ash and Pikachu prevented their plan to steal all the Pokémon at the Pokémon Center, thus starting Team Rocket's obsession with capturing The Pikachu of Ash. Ash and his friends arrived in viridian town in
Misty Mermaid, but quickly left for the Cerulean Gym after noticing that Horsea Misty looked unwell while swimming in a local fountain. They returned to Viridian in the Battle of signal, and that the Pokémon Center had exploded at the end of the Pokémon Emergency! has been rebuilt. They found the
Viridian Gym, but before Ash could fight the Fitness Leader, Gary arrived and fought Giovanni first. After the Togepi was was away from a Feorow, Ash and his friends went looking for it, only to find it inside the gym. They then noticed that Gary and his entourage were seriously injured as a result of
mewtwo's attacks. Giovanni is forced to leave the gym after an emergency call, putting Jesse, James and Mouth in charge. After Ash fought and won a difficult and dangerous battle with Team Rocket, the Gym collapsed because of Togepi blowing up the stands. Ash took the Earth Insignia Group rocket
that was lost. Then Ash and his friends left. After the Silver Conference, Viridian was once again revisited, in Gotta Catch Ya Later!, only a few things had changed. More specifically, Nurse Joy who worked at the Viridian Center in Pokémon Emergency! had retired and misty's bike had been fixed. After a
battle with the Rocket team, as well as a trio of hired thugs, they left Viridian City. Ash later passed by Viridian on his way home to The Scheme Team, after the Ever Grande Conference. Visiting the site of the reconstructed Viridian Gym, conditions ended up bringing him to the battlefield for a friendly
one-on-one challenge with the interim Gym Leader, Kanto Elite Four member Agatha. Ash also met Scott, the owner of Battle Frontier, who was passing through, and decided to take on the Frontier Battle challenge. Gallery Pokémon Center Viridian Gym In Pokémon Origins Viridian City in Pokémon
Origins Viridian City first appeared in Archive 1: Red, where Red stopped by the local Pokémon Center to heal his Charmadder after losing a battle against his opponent, Blue. He also made a call to Professor Oak from there before leaving for The City of Pewter. Viridian City appeared again in file 3:
Giovanni, where Red returned there in order to challenge the local Gym Leader, only to learn that not only had Blue already done, but that the fitness leader was none other than Giovanni, the boss of the Rocket team. Outraged at seeing Giovanni as a fitness captain, Red challenged him to a fight, not as
a gymnastics captain, but as an enemy of all Pokémon. Using his specially trained Rhyhorn, Giovanni defeated most of Red's Pokémon with ease, but soon noticed himself getting excited by the battle. When Red sent his Charizard to face Giovanni's last Pokémon, Rhydon, Giovanni finally remembered
that he was once like Red, a kid who enjoys Pokémon battles just for his fun and excitement. Although Red eventually won the battle, he initially refused to take the Earth Signal, saying he didn't want it from the Rocket Team Boss. Impressed Red's attitude, Giovanni then informed his minions that Team
Rocca would be disbanded now. After that, Red accepted Giovanni's Badge and left Virid City for the Indigo Plateau. Recalling his past, Giovanni decided to find a new path for himself and his Pokémon, leaving behind his positions as Viridian City's fitness chief and Team Rocket boss. In Pokémon
Pokémon The City of Viridians in Pokémon Generations Viridian City appeared in The Chase. The International Police raided the Viridan Gym in search of Giovanni, but he was unable to find him. Giovanni was then seen overlooking the City of Virginians as he left, vowing that Team Rocca would never
fall. In the Manga Viridian City in the electric history of Pikachu In the electric history of Pikachu manga Viridian City appeared in Pikachu, I see you!, where Ash caught his runaway Pikachu there after he had left him on Route 1. Despite Pikachu still being disobedient to Ash and often Thunder Shocking
him, he boasted that since Pikachu was hard to tame, he had already beaten Gary without even trying. Gary, however, soon appeared himself, mocking Ash and showing him that he already had a full squad of six Pokémon, while Ash had only Pikachu's disobedient. At Pokémon Adventures manga
Viridian City in Pokémon Adventures Red, Green &amp; Blue capital Viridian City first appeared in Bulbasaur, Come Home!, where Red and Professor Oak were forced to hunt down some of the Pokémon that Red had accidentally freed from Professor Oak's Lab all the way to the neighbouring town of
Pallet Town , including a Bulbasaur, which the two chased into the abandoned Viridian Gym. After Red had helped Bulbasaur defeat a fierce Machoke who attacked them, Professor Oak chose to give Bulbasaur to Red, along with a Pokédex. Viridian City made a brief appearance at Make Way For
Magmar!, where local citizens were asking questions about the missing Gym Leader. Red revisited Viridian City in Drat That Dratini! after helping a young girl in the Viridian forest. After hearing rumors about losing an invincible Gym Leader, Red decided to check out the Viridian Gym again. At the Gym,
he met Giovanni, learning that not only was he the Head of The Gym of the City of Virginians, but also the leader of Team Rocket. Giovanni then challenged Red to a fight, making a bet with him that if Red lost, he would come to serve him as his right-hand man. During the battle, giovanni nidoking's
earthquake caused the collapse of the Viridian Gymnasium into ruins. Eventually Red emerged victorious with Pika defeating Nidoqueen Giovanni and knocking the fitness leader himself unconscious as well. Gold, Silver &amp; Crystal chapter In The Forrestress of Solidude, Red participated in the
Pokémon Association's Gym Leader trial for the new Viridian Gym Leader at the reconstructed Viridian Gym. Although he passed the test with flying colors, Red had to reject the offer, as he had not yet fully recovered from the received after being frozen by Lorelei in the yellow chapter. As a result, Blue
was appointed as the new Head of Gym, after impressing the Pokémon League by stopping and capturing a group of wild Pokémon. FireRed &amp; LeafGreen chapter In Secrets from Sneasel, Yellow arrived in Viridian City to meet Blue in but he only found his hologram, which there in case of a
challenger coming while he was not present. An automated system then brought out Pokémon Blue, which, even without their trainer giving them commands, easily defeated Chuchu yellow in a battle. Silver soon arrived at the site as well, looking for his roots. Unexpectedly, the two were attacked by Sird
and Orm of Rocket Group, who revealed that Silver was in fact Giovanni's lost son. This revelation shocked Silver so much that the two members of the Rocket team had no problem knocking him out and getting him on the Rocket Team airship, with yellow giving chase. Trivia An anime song of the same
name focuses on its status as the location of the final Gym in Kanto. Viridian City is the only first city or city after home that has a gym, although the gym is closed until the player has won seven Emblems. This city is misspelled as Virdian City in Giovanni's character profile from Pokémon Puzzle League.
Surprisingly, while the Viridian City Poké Mart employee on Route 1 gives a filter to the player as a free sample, the Poké Mart here does not sell Filters. This was corrected to Pokémon Yellow. Source Name Name Origin Japanese D7\üè Tokiwa City From 磐-tokiwa-iro (the green color of evergreen
foliage) English, Danish Viridian City By Viridian (a blue-green color) German Vertan city From vert (French to green) Spanish Ciudad Verde From verde (green) Ciudad Viridian * Same as the English name French Jadelle Jade (the green color named after it mineral) Italian Smeraldopoli From smeraldo
(emerald) and the adjective -poli (city) Korean록Sangnok City From 록 () Sangnok (evergreen) Chinese ( Mandarin磐磐盤盘) Sèuhngchīng Síh Sèuhngchīng (evergreen) Czech Chromové město From chróm (chromium; referring to green chrome) and město (city , city) Hungarian Tengerzöld város From
tengerzöld (green of the sea) Norwegian Viridian from *Byn Viridian*Veridian City* From English Name of Nomado of the English name Polish Wertania*Viridian City* From its German nameSame as English Portuguese Cidade de Veridiana*Cidade de Viridian*Cidade Viridian*Cidianian* From his English
name Russian Виридиан-Сити Viridian-Siti*لертания Vertaniya* Transcription of his English nameFrom his German and Polish names From the German and Polish names of Swedish Viridianstaden*Viridian City*Byn Viridian* From his English nameSame as English nameFrom the English name of
Vietnam Thành ph لTokiwa transcription of the Japanese name transcription of the Japanese name of the Transcription of Japanese
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